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TELEMETRY COURSE

by Jim Engel- DTEPI
and Jim Means- SRI

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a new multimedia CD ROM course on Telemetry that has is just
being developed for DoD by the Defense Test and Evaluation Professional Institute
(DTEPI). The paper will discuss the Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) software
packages that were used to develop the course. It will discuss the methodology used to
develop the course and lessons learned in its development.

During the presentation of this paper a computer and VGA projector will be used to
show some of the material in the course. This is the second CD ROM course
developed by DTEPI, the first one was on Time, Space-Position Information (TSPI).
The TSPI course has been completed, passed Beta testing at most of the National
Ranges, and has been released. About 800 CD ROM disks have been distributed to the
Ranges and other qualified users. The Telemetry course will be similarly completed
and distributed .

The course is intended to be an introduction to the subject of telemetry for use by
engineering professionals just entering the workforce, by  professionals cross training
into T&E, and by others with a need or desire to understand telemetry. The value of
developing an interactive course using audio narration, animations, as well as still
pictures and video of actual instrumentation and equipment cannot be
overemphasized. This  multimedia environment makes the explanation of concepts
like an optical encoder easily understandable as the student can “see” a simulation of
the encoder in operation. The course is designed to be self paced with students
controlling their own progress and choosing the topics they want to cover. The student
also has the option to print a hard copy of the page narration or read them on screen.
The course facilitates the rapid learning of  the jargon of telemetry, all the essential
acronyms, the way telemetry systems work, what they look like, and many of the
limitations of telemetering systems.

The course covers the History of Telemetering, Telemetry Subsystems, Range
Applications, Telemetry Schemes, Theory of Operation, Telemetry Processing
Systems, Testing Telemetry Systems, and other Miscellaneous Topics. It will afford



the student a lot of insight into telemetry without the mathematics and detail required
of a telemetry design engineer.
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INTRODUCTION

The Defense Test & Evaluation Professional Institute (DTEPI) was established at Pt.
Mugu on 4 April 1990 by the Department of Defense, Offices of the Director, Test
and Evaluation (DT&E) and Director, Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E).
DTEPI serves as a forum for the enhancement of the Test & Evaluation (T&E)
process. The Institute provides career development, training and recognition for T&E
professionals. In 1993 DTEPI began the development of a Compact Disk, Read Only
Memory (CD ROM) course on Time, Space Position Information (TSPI) which was
completed and released this year. The purpose of this paper is to report on a second
CD ROM course currently being developed on the subject of Telemetry. A prototype
of the Telemetry Course is available for previewing at this conference at the DTEPI
booth in the exhibits area.

This paper will identify the Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) software packages
that were used to develop the course. It will present the methodology used to develop
the course, and it will provide insight and lessons learned that can aid anyone
attempting a similar development. Extensive use of an IBM 486 computer and VGA
projector will be used in the presentation of this paper to “show” some of the actual
material from the course. The outline for the course is shown in figure 1. Note that it
covers the following topics:  an Introduction, Telemetry Subsystems, Range
Applications, Telemetry Schemes, Theory of Operation, Telemetry Components,
Communications Theory, Sampling Theory, Displays, Transducers, Physical
Restraints, Telemetry Processing Systems, Testing, and Miscellaneous Topics.

The course is intended to be used by young engineering professionals just entering the
workforce,  more senior professionals cross training into T&E, and other professionals
with a need or desire to learn more about telemetry. As such, it covers the topic at an
introductory level and does not delve too deeply into actual circuits or engineering
equations that define and predict the operation of a given telemetry system. Rather, it
exploits the advantages of “multimedia” through the use of animations, still and
moving pictures, as well as interactive examples to introduce  telemetry systems and
components. It is fully interactive and allows the student to progress at his or her own
pace. An audio  narration is included on each page. However, this narration can be



disabled  and the student can display the narration text for reading on screen, or both
features can be used simultaneously. The course is intended to be the equivalent of a
short course, and in general it will take about 40 hours to complete.

The multimedia environment makes the explanation of concepts like an optical
encoder easily understandable to a student through the use of an animation which
shows the operation of a simple optical encoder in operation. Likewise, simulation can
show electromagnetic waves, electronic pulses and other features that might normally
be invisible to the human eye, and are hard to explain using words alone. Simulation
can also slow things down, speed them up, or step through a series of events to make
them more understandable. The course also includes short quizzes at the end of each
section so the student can insure a good understanding of the material before
advancing to the next section.

CD ROM REVIEW

Compact Disks (CDs) are familiar to everyone, since they are clearly replacing tapes
as the preferred means of distributing music. A CD has several important advantages
over a magnetic tape:

      (1) The CD is not subject to erasure by magnetic fields.
      (2) The CD can store more data in a smaller volume.
      (3) The CD is a digital medium.
      (4) The CD can directly access song files without a serial scan.

Recently the advent of CD technology has been applied to digital computers, and the
CD ROM disks have become a popular way to store or distribute read only computer
files and programs. A single CD ROM disk, which has an identical structure to a
music CD, can store 650 M Bytes (MB) of digital data. For comparison, that is the
equivalent to the data that can be stored on 451 floppies of the 3.5 inch, 1.44 MB
format. To get a feel for just how much data can be stored on a single CD ROM disk,
consider the facts that the entire Compton’s Interactive Encyclopedia fits on a single
CD ROM disk. We will use the familiar 1.44 MB floppy as a convenient gage to size
multimedia files for the remainder of this paper.

CD ROM disk readers were initially able to transfer data at a rate of 150 KB per
second. Those are now referred to as Multimedia PC, Level I (MPC I) drives.
Subsequently, CD ROM readers were released that could transfer data at twice that
rate, or 300 KB/s. These are called 2X drives, and they are compliant with an MPC II
multimedia specification. There are now 4X drives available that can transfer data at
600 KB/s, which might soon be called MPC III drives.



MULTIMEDIA FILES

The multimedia environment requires the use of several different types of files. A
bitmap picture is a static picture of an object. It is organized as a two dimensional
array of picture elements called pixels. Each pixel can have a color associated with it.
If eight bits are allowed for the color of the pixel, then there are 2 8 or 256 different
colors allowed. The 256 colors are called a color palette, and each bitmap picture can
have its own palette. If we limit the size of a bitmap picture to 320 x 200 pixels, then a
bitmap picture will consume about 65 KB of storage, which includes the palette of 256
colors. That means that a single floppy can hold about 22 bitmaps. We designed the
course for a VGA screen with 640 x 480 pixels, 256 colors, so our bitmaps occupy
approximately one-fourth of the screen. Bitmap pictures use the filename extension
BMP, so a typical file might be called “filename.BMP.” BMP files were captured
using Microsoft’s Video Editor or a color scanner.

A video clip is a series of bitmap pictures that can be shown in succession to present a
moving picture. To keep the volume of storage smaller and to aid in the transfer of
these files off the CD ROM disk, the use of about one-sixteenth screen video file sizes
was used in the development of this course. That is, each picture is a 160 x 120 array
of pixels, each of which can be any one of the 256 colors in the associated palette.
Only one palette is used for any one video, but each video clip can have its own
unique palette. Normally a video clip should be shown at 30 frames per second (fps),
which is referred to as full motion video. That avoids jerky motion, but it takes a lot of
data and a lot of data transfer from the CD. One minute of full screen, full motion, 8
bit, uncompressed video requires about 552 MB of storage. To reduce these file sizes,
the course was designed using the smaller picture size and video data was captured at
10 fps. Good quality video clips can be achieved, if the motion is not too fast. It turned
out to be adequate when viewing antennas and similar objects in relatively slow
motion. Video compression was also used to further reduce the amount of data that
had to be transferred off the CD. Compression attempts to eliminate the transfer of
data that does not change from one frame to the next. With compression on, the
backgrounds tend to get a bit blotchy, but little is lost relative to the object in motion.
A typical video clip in the 160 x 120 format, with 256 colors and about 120 frames (12
seconds) of data, will fit on a single floppy. This course uses video clips captured and
compressed with Microsoft’s Video Editor. These files are called Audio Video
Integrated (AVI) files, and they carry the filename extension AVI. The ones used in
this course are video only, containing no audio. This was done for two reasons: (1) It
allowed the sound to be turned off if desired (2) It permitted the sound file to be
loaded onto the hard disk before it was played.



An animation is a video simulation of a moving picture, like a cartoon. Many
animations are used in this course to show phenomena that are easier to explain in a
picture than in words, like the operation of an optical encoder. Animations in this
course are of a 320 x 200 pixel format. Most of the animations used in this course will
each fit on a single floppy. The Autodesk Animator was used to develop the FLICK
files for this course, which use the filename extension FLC. There are also some
animations used in this course that reside within the authoring program, which will be
described shortly.

A sound file is one that can produce sounds using a Sound Blaster or equivalent board
and a speaker. Experience showed that the speaker included inside a regular PC is not
adequate for the multimedia environment, so a sound board is required. Some testing
also revealed that there are numerous programs, like SBTALKER, that can read
(convert to audio) text files. Unfortunately, most of these sound like a robot, and you
have to write some of the text phonetically to make it sound right. We decided to use a
narrator to read the text files. After some experimentation we found that an 8 bit,
monaural sound, with an 11 KHz bandwidth provides a more than adequate
reproduction with enough quality to identify the person speaking. However, even
using  this low quantization level and bandwidth, the sound files consume
considerable memory. An average two minute sound file is about all that can fit on a
single floppy. Sound files are called WAVE files in the multimedia world, and they
carry the filename extension WAV. Microsoft’s Sound Recorder was used to capture
most of the audio files. A Microsoft Word for Windows (WFW) document file, with
filename extension DOC, was used to write the narrative material. Our narrator then
read the text file and created an audio WAV file. With a little practice these WAV
files can be edited to add, delete, or insert words or phrases to correct errors or make
narration changes.

AUTHORING PACKAGE

The authoring package is a software program that is used to write the application
program that assembles the multimedia pieces (files) into a whole interactive “book”.
This course uses a COTS product called Multimedia Toolbook (Version 3) by
Asymetrix. Multimedia Toolbook was developed to serve as a tool for assembling a
book with multimedia pages and displaying them in a Windows environment. We laid
out a basic screen as shown in figure 2. The large window in the upper right is the
primary window. It functions as a stage on which we can show BMP, AVI or FLC
files. It was sized at 320 x 200 pixels, which is the native size of our BMP and FLC
files. The smaller format AVI files are generally shown directly on top of, and
centered on, a related BMP. That way we can show a larger static picture, the BMP,
and overlay a moving picture, the AVI, on top of it when required. The wide rectangle



at the bottom is the secondary window. It is generally used to list key bullets or
equations that relate to the page, but the student has the option to use it to display the
text file that is read by the narrator. Also shown in our screen layout is a series of
buttons along the left hand edge. These are used to navigate and control what is going
on. They will be explained later. At the top of the screen is a page title that indicates
the general interests of the page.

PROCESS

The process used to develop this course generally followed the one you would use to
write a book. An outline of the course was developed in WFW, and after approval a
brief narrative was added to each element of the outline to indicate the major item to
be covered. Storyboards were then prepared, but they were a little more complex,
because of the various media involved. Microsoft’s Power Point was selected as a way
to write the storyboards. Figure 3 shows a typical Power Point slide. Initially the BMP
pictures were displayed in the primary window, but this proved cumbersome. Finally
only the names of the files that would be shown on that page were included in the
primary window of the storyboard, and perhaps some pertinent notes. Hence the
window lists a single filename for the page plus the extensions BMP, AVI or FLC as
appropriate. Pertinent notes might list some additional buttons that amplify on the
material on that page. The secondary window was used to show the bullets or
equations that would go there on a Toolbook page. The Notes page of each Power
Point slide was initially used to show the narrative, but that too proved cumbersome.
Finally, only the same file name for the page and the extensions DOC and WAV are
listed there, plus any other required notes related to that page. Our disciplined
approach uses a single filename for a page of the book, and that filename can be used
with BMP, AVI, FLC, DOC and WAV extensions. In fact, we organized the CD
ROM disk with subdirectories bearing these names, so all similar files are grouped
together. The Toolbook program will then call in these files at the appropriate times
and display them in an appropriate way, place and time.

Asymetrix Multimedia Toolbook is a scripted language, which means that you
develop a product by writing commands in a unique structured code, a script, that
resembles Pascal in appearance. It is also capable of data logging, which means that
you can show it what you want done and it will generate the scripts to make it happen.
A typical script for a page is shown in figure 4. The code is very efficient and the
entire Toolbook program for this course fits on a single floppy. The program executes
in such a way that the student uses the buttons to advance through the pages of a
section or from section to section. Additionally, there are several other options
available to the student to control display functions.



IMPLEMENTATION

The course begins with an opening screen that identifies the title of the course,
copyright, etc. An opportunity is provided by a series of buttons to test the color
capability of the computer, the sound board or to view the “Readme” file before
getting into the course. There is also a button that gives the student an explanation of
the function of  each of the buttons on a standard page and how to use them to
navigate through the course. An interactive outline (Main Menu) is included next, so
the student can see what all is covered in the course. Navigating directly to any
section is allowed from this outline. The opening page of the Introduction is a
description of DTEPI, complete with theme music and an animation of the DTEPI
logo. A bookmark feature is included so the student can leave the course at any time,
set a bookmark, and return to the same place at a later time. Within each section, a
page number along with the total page count for the section is displayed in the lower
left hand corner of the screen to give an indication of the total length and present
position within the section. In the upper left hand corner of the screen is an indication
of  the page location in the overall outline for the course. The two most useful
navigation  buttons are the Left and Right Arrow Keys  that are used to advance to
the next page or return to the previous page in the book. They are located directly
below the option buttons along the left hand side of the screen as shown in figure 2.
The option buttons provide the following functions:

      Run Media:  Run the AVI or FLC and WAV file again.
      Show Text:  Display the text for the narration in the secondary window.
      Skip Section: Skip ahead to the end of the current section.
      Main Menu: Return to the Main Menu.
      Print Text: Print the narration text on a printer.
      Voice: Toggles the voice narration on and off.
      Pause: Pause the running AVI or FLC file.
      Exit: Set a bookmark and exit the course.

To maintain a little variety in the course, a number of other specialized buttons are
used throughout the course to amplify points, elaborate on other material, show
additional items, etc. These specialized buttons can take the form of Radio Buttons ,
that resemble the pushbuttons on a car radio, and usually shown on the right hand edge
of the screen; Hotwords , usually identified by text in the secondary window; and
Items, which are usually the blocks of a block diagram in the primary window.



LESSONS LEARNED

There were many  lessons learned in developing the TSPI and Telemetry courses.
Some of them are listed below:

1. Data Transfer Rate:  It proved too much for the CD ROM player, even at 2X, to
keep up with the separate audio (narration)  and video or flick files. If you try  to
transfer audio and video or flick files simultaneously and decide to preserve the audio,
the video gets very jerky as it drops frames trying to keep up. If the video is preserved,
the sound breaks up which is very objectionable. One solution is to integrate the audio
and video, but you lose the desirable option of running one without the other. We
chose to show the hourglass symbol and make the student wait while we transfer the
audio file from the CD to a temporary location on the hard disk. Then we could launch
the AVI or FLC file from the CD in parallel with playing the WAV file from the hard
drive, without any breakup in either.

2. Video Display:  The course was designed for a VGA monitor with 640 x 480
resolution and 256 colors. It looks absolutely horrible on a regular Windows default
16 color display, and it is too small an image on monitors set up to display 1280 x
1024 pixels. We provide a color test button at the start of the course to display a 5 x 8
array of  forty different colors. That way the student can rapidly tell if the computer is
set up for 16 colors, and can get a better driver / monitor if necessary. We also
installed the sound test button to be sure a sound board was present before the course
was started.

3. Machine Irregularities:  The PC world is a very undisciplined world, and it is clear
that all PCs are not the same. There are so many different vendors and products that it
is nearly impossible to insure compatibility across all implementations. The best
advice we can give is to “keep it simple” and “test it on lots of platforms.” We could
write a whole book on what we learned from just the TSPI course.

4. Keep It Simple:  There is a big desire to see bigger pictures and 16 bit stereo sound.
The full frame picture and stereo sound will far exceed the ability of the CD ROM
reader to keep up unless the course is designed to operate with specific coder/decoder
cards. While these cards solve the transfer rate problem,  the course then becomes
platform specific, which defeats our desire for mass distribution to a community with
varied computer capabilities. For the foreseeable future, we recommend  sticking with
the 8 bit monaural WAV files, the 320 x 240 max BMP and FLC files, and
investigation of  the use of 320 x 240 AVI files, with good compression. The use of a
good text reading program to eliminate the requirement for a separated narration file
could make this larger AVI format possible by eliminating the requirement for



simultaneous transfer of both a large WAV file and a FLC or AVI file, since the text
files are very small. A 10 KB text file will typically produce a 1 MB WAV file.

CONCLUSIONS

CD ROM technology will revolutionize the way we teach and learn. A CD ROM
permits interactive learning at a pace selected by the student, and in a non-threatening
environment. The extensive use of pictures and animations greatly enhances the
learning and retention process. The dual use of displayable text and audio narration
further improves comprehension and retention, and it provides utility for hearing
impaired students. The TSPI course, and this Telemetry course were prepared by
DTEPI for use by Government employees and affiliated Contractors. It will be
distributed free of charge to qualifying institutions. The availability of the courses will
be published in the ITEA journal and the DTEPI bulletin board on the T&E
Community Network (TECNET). We recognize that these courses will not please
everyone, but it is hoped that they will serve the intended purpose and lead to even
better courses in the future. Special thanks to DT&E and OT&E for sponsoring this
work.
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NOMENCLATURE

AVI Audio Video Interlaced File (Moving Video)
BMP Bitmap File (Still Video)
CD Compact Disk
COTS Commercial Off The Shelf
DOC Document File
DoD Department of Defense
DT&E Development Test & Evaluation
DTEPI Defense Test and Evaluation Professional

Institute
FLC Flick File (Animation)
ITEA International Test & Evaluation Association
MPC Multimedia PC
OT&E Operational Test & Evaluation



PC Personal Computer
ROM Read Only Memory
T&E Test & Evaluation
TECNE
T

Test & Evaluation Community Network

VGA Versatile Graphics Adapter
WAV Wave File (Sound)
WFW Word for Windows
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Figure 2. Basic Screen



Figure 3. Storyboard



Figure 4. Toolbook Script Sample


